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iPhone Unlocking Solutions Lets Anyone Use the
iPhone 3G 2.2.1 on Any Network
SAN DIEGO, PRNewswire/ -- The new iPhone 3G version 2.2.1 was thought to be
unlockable, meaning iPhone owners living outside the AT&T coverage area had no
way to use their iPhones. But top iPhone unlock provider iPhone Unlocking Solutions
has changed this with the release of its new one-click unlock software. And to make
it possible for more people to unlock their iPhones, Unlock-the-iPhone.com has
temporarily lowered the price of its software to just $29.95.
Unlock-the-iPhone has become the number-one iPhone unlock provider, thanks to
its one-click solutions for unlocking the iPhone. The iPhone Unlocking Solutions
software was a breakthrough for people wanting to unlock the iPhone
(http://www.unlock-the-iphone.com/ [1]) but without the technical knowledge to
take apart their iPhones and physically make the phones usable with any cell phone
carrier.
"When the iPhone was first released, that was the only way to unlock it," explained
iPhone Unlocking Solutions CEO Michael Cera. "People with limited knowledge of
electronics who tried opening their phones and soldering various components
usually ended up with ruined iPhones and voided warranties."
Other solutions soon became available to unlock the iPhone, but most were either
unreliable, putting users' iPhones at risk of being rendered useless — and, again,
voiding the warranties — or extremely expensive. In fact, that is still the case today:
Other software solutions that can actually unlock the iPhone typically cost between
$80 and $100.
The software available at Unlock-the-iPhone.com, however, is both simple and
affordable. What's more, the software so reliably unlocks the iPhone 3G 2.2.1 it
comes with a 100% money-back satisfaction guarantee.
Once the user unlocks the iPhone 3G 2.2.1, he or she can use the iPhone with any
cell phone carrier, anywhere in the world, in spite of Apple's exclusive agreement
with AT&T. What's more, the iPhone unlock software at Unlock-the-iPhone.com
unlocks all iPhone firmware, including versions 1.*, 2.0, 2.0.1, 2.0.2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.2.1
and iPhone 3G.
"We understand Apple has made a business decision to restrict iPhone service to
AT&T," Sera stated. "However, we also feel that decision has prevented millions of
people from actually using the iPhone 2.2.1. To make the iPhone 3G a viable cell
phone option for everyone, iPhone Unlocking Solutions will continue to design
simple, affordable software to unlock all existing and future versions of the iPhone."
When a customer purchases an instant download of software from Unlock-thePage 1 of 2
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iPhone.com to unlock the iPhone 3G 2.2.1
(http://unlock-the-iphone.com/3GUnlocking.php [2]), he or she also receives lifetime
access to the site's Member's Area, along with a bonus of free iPhone games and
iPhone wallpaper. No technical knowledge or SIM card is needed to unlock the
iPhone with Unlock-the-iPhone.com's software. Once unlocked, the iPhone can be
used on any network — including local cell phone carriers. Unlock-the-iPhone.com
offers round-the-clock support to all customers.
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